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The Beijing Arbitration Commission (BAC), also known as the Beijing International Arbitration Center (BIAC), was 
established in 1995 as a non-governmental arbitration institution, and became the first self-funded arbitration institution in 
mainland China in 1999. BAC/BIAC provides institutional support as an independent and neutral institution for the conduct 
of domestic and international arbitration and ADR proceedings. BAC/BIAC endeavors to develop into a diversified dispute 
resolution center combining arbitration, mediation and construction project review, as well as a center for information 
communication, training, research, publicity and promotion, so as to motivate the development of diversified dispute 
resolution in China.

BAC/BIAC has been recognized as a neutral, efficient, and professional dispute resolution center internationally. The Panel 
of Arbitrators lists 545 arbitrators, including 121 foreign arbitrators. In addition to judges and lawyers, the arbitrators 
come from diverse backgrounds including commerce, trade, academia, real estate, and insurance. By 2017, BAC/BIAC 
has accepted over 33,000 cases in total. BAC/BIAC has accumulated rich experience in dealing with international cases, 
and parties involved therein are from various jurisdictions including USA, UK, Germany, Australia, Japan, South Korea, 
Singapore, Hong Kong, and Taiwan. BAC/BIAC arbitral awards are final and binding, and are enforceable in more than 
140 countries worldwide under the 1958 New York Convention. 

BAC/BIAC is proud of providing independent, efficient, and valuable services. There has been a continuous effort towards 
innovation and development to constantly improve the institution. As a pioneer in the field of modern commercial 
arbitration in China, BAC/BIAC was recognized as “the only local arbitration commission which meets or surpasses global 
standards” by the Economic Intelligence Unit, and was recognized as “professionalism, competence and transparency” by 
Global Arbitration Review (GAR). In addition, BAC/BIAC was titled the “Runner-up Up-and-coming Regional Arbitration 
Institute of the Year” in the 2014 GAR Awards.
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